Food Group Wiggles

**AGE/GRADE LEVEL:** Youth, Grades K-6; Teens; Adults and Older Adults

**FORMATION:** Standing or sitting

**EQUIPMENT:** None

**RULES/DIRECTIONS:**
1. Teacher calls out a food group.

2. The teacher signals the first participant to name a food in the food group; when the participant names the food, all participants begin to wiggle their fingers.

3. The teacher then calls on or points to the next participant to name a food in the food group; when a food is named, everyone adds their wrists to the finger wiggle.

4. Continue with each participant, adding wiggles as listed:
   - Forearms
   - Elbow
   - Shoulders
   - Rib cage
   - Hips
   - Knees
   - Head

**VARIATION:** Participants jog or march in place while doing the wiggles. Start wiggles with toes and work up the body, ending with the head.

**NUTRITION NOTE:** Challenge participants to name nutrient-dense foods in each food group. Use with a food group lesson.
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